
A

B

C

D

hands forward, keyboard,       knees bend to beat throughout

hands forward, keyboard,       knees bend to beat

hands forward, keyboard,       knees bend to beat

hands forward, keyboard,       knees bend to beat

1      &    2&3&4&

One of the Basic Dance Steps Done 4 Times

Either Another Basic Dance Step Done 4 Times
OR

Class Created Dance Step Done 4 Times

Basic Dance Step from “B” Section Done 2 Times

 

Tap one toe twice, reaching out and up with same hand.
Tap other toe twice, reaching out with other hand.
Reach out and up with both hands.
Clap once, immediately after music ends.

The Holiday Hop 

Music Map             Dance Steps
video:  The Holiday Hop  (no instructions, simply dance)

electric guitar, jingle bells, strings, drum kit

Choreograph your own steps to this festive piece of music.  The pdfs give ideas for 
dance steps and a method to follow if needed.



Week One:  become familiar with the music
--be able to hear when each of the four sections begins
--be able to "mirror" the dance leader
--identify, name and do four dance moves to a count of "1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &"
--practice "step to the side, together;  step return,  together" to the music

Week Two:   create/practice  foot work

Week Three:  create hand work to go with foot moves  and practice/polish the dance

--create, name and do one dance move to a count of "1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &”
--choose dance steps for music

Over the next three lessons, students will work towards creating their own dance steps 
(choreography) to music.   The music has a distinct "holiday" flavour, but it isn't directly from any 
of the seasonal traditions.   So, in January, when the winter blues set in, the music and dance 
will still be  timely!D
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1.

2.

"I'm going to put on some dance music.   The beginning part sounds very different 
from the rest of it.  Your challenge is to listen for the change.  When you think you 
hear it,  start putting the beat on your knees."   (Play "The Holiday Hop."   Since it's only 
one minute long, if not many children "hear" the change in music, repeat above with a "Let's 
try it again."   Congratulate students on hearing the change in the music.

"Before the change, this is what the dance looks like.” 

 (Model the dance moves, then ask students to stand and try them with you.   Put the music 
on and try them again  ---encourage students to stop at the end of the introductory music.)

Introductory Section 
1 feet stay in place, bend knees with beat, 

reach out with both hands, 

& hands come back close to body as if typing on a keyboard
                   

**repeat on each beat until music changes
Pattern is done 4 times:    1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &

1

&

3.

4.

6.
5.

Dance   Dance   The Holiday Hop

“Good moves!  After the introduction we can choose the dance step.   One choice 
looks like this.  (Model any one of the basic dance steps while saying the words that go 
with it.)  “Ready to try it?  One, two, ready, dance  (say the moves as you do them with 
students).”

“Here’s a different dance step we could choose.”  (Model and then try out a second one 
of the basic dance steps   --or make up your own.)

With students, choose one of the two steps to be in the dance.

With the music,  try the opening moves then do the chosen step pattern 4 times.   The music 
will continue, but stop moving after the fourth time through.   Repeat from the beginning of 
the music.

7. Now add the other dance step that was practised.     

New RepertoireNew Repertoire Light the World
The Holiday Hop

CanDo Music 1    December 87 Lesley J Clare

Lesson Plan  for   13a   Ends Here

videos:  “learning” Step 1, Step 2, Step 3
   and  “practise”  Step 4
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Begin with students seated.    
With the music playing, do the introductory hand/arm 
moves learned in the last lesson,  and then pat the beat 
on knees.
.

Week One: (last week)become familiar with the music,  learn introduction
Week Two: choreograph 4 dance phrases and practice
Week Three: create hand work to go with the foot moves and polish the dance

While students are sitting demonstrate the two dance 
steps learned in Lesson 13a (pages 86-87).  Invite 
students to stand and try each step with you.

"I'm going to make up a new dance pattern to fill 
four beats.   Hmmm,  (do movements as you talk) on "1" 
I'm going to step forward; on "2" I'll clap; then on 
"3" I'll step back; and on "4" I'll clap again.  Let me 
try it again.  (repeat pattern as you talk)

"And I'll call it:   forward - clap - back - clap!
Either use the example given, or make up your own 
pattern as you go.

"Can you make up a dance pattern to fill four 
beats.   Your arms might move  or  your feet.  Try 
out a few moves.”  (As students move around try to 
pick out one or two interesting ideas.)

1.

2.

Dance   Dance   The Holiday Hop

Introductory Section 
1 feet stay in place, bend knees with beat, 

reach out with both hands, 

& hands come back close to body as if typing on a keyboard
                   

   

1

&

Two Streams
      

    Engage students in making up 
     a new dance step pattern.

OROR

Call students back to focusing on you.   Demonstrate a 
couple of the moves you saw being done.   With student 
help, choose moves for each of the 4 beats.  Try them in 
sequence.   Do they fit well together?  Invent words to 
describe the new dance step.

Play the music for The Holiday Hop.   Do the 
introductory move then try out the new dance step with 
the music.

Side, Together, Back, Together

Side, Together, Side, Hop

2x 2x
Two Taps, Together

Walk 'n Clap

1 &      2 &        3 &      4 &

? ? ? ?
Class Pattern

**repeat on each beat until music changes
Pattern is done 4 times:    1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &

A

B

Teach the other two basic dance steps.  (page 86)
Try out all the dance steps with the music.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

video:  Step 3 or 4

video:  Steps 5 and 6

video:  The Holiday Hop  (no instructions, simply dance)
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Lesson Plan  for  14a   Ends Here

A

B

C

D

hands forward, keyboard,       knees bend to beat throughout

hands forward, keyboard,       knees bend to beat

hands forward, keyboard,       knees bend to beat

hands forward, keyboard,       knees bend to beat

1      &    2&3&4&

One of the Basic Dance Steps Done 4 Times

Either Another Basic Dance Step Done 4 Times
OR

Class Created Dance Step Done 4 Times

Basic Dance Step from “B” Section Done 2 Times

 

Tap one toe twice, reaching out and up with same hand.
Tap other toe twice, reaching out with other hand.
Reach out and up with both hands.
Clap once, immediately after music ends.

KISS:  Keep it suitably 
simple.  For this first try at 
dance choreography, 
limit the choices offered 
to your class.   As time 
goes on, help the class to 
i n v e n t  t h e i r  o w n  
choreography for the 
whole piece of music.

Dance   Dance   Choreography for The Holiday Hop

Engage students in choosing dance steps for the B and C sections 
below.  If they (or you) have challenges hearing where the music 
changes, which is where the dance steps change, try playing the 
“Holiday Hop Choreography” song video either before or during 
class.

Once the steps have been decided, practice them in sequence 
before trying them with the music.   If needed, enlarge the dance 
map below, print in the names of your class steps and post it 
where everyone can see it.

New RepertoireNew Repertoire

Enjoy the Repertoire  Enjoy the Repertoire    Student Choice of Song or Dance

Light Up the Holidays

Holiday Hop 

Music Map             Dance Steps

video:  Step 6  or  “The Holiday Hop”

video:  The Holiday Hop  (no instructions, simply dance)
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Lesson Plan  for  15a   Ends Here

I can do music in Lesson 15 .  My name is _________________________________
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Up  on the housetop  rein-deer pause,     Out jumps  good old      San - ta   Claus!

D DG A7

Down thru the  chim - ney with   lots  of  toys,    all   for the  lit-tle ones'  Christ-mas joys

A7 DG GD

Ho,  ho,    ho!         Who wouldn't go?           Ho,   ho,    ho!       Who wouldn't go----?

G A7D D

Up  on  the house-top,    click, click, click.  Down thru the chim-ney with   good Saint Nick!

A7G D D

Up On the Housetop United States
1860s holiday song
Benjamin R Hanby

Key D, first note A(so)
glockenspiel count-in:  1,2,3,4,Up...

2.  First comes the stocking of little Nell

Oh, dear Santa, fill it well

give her a dolly that laughs and cries,

One that will open and shut her eyes.

Ho, ho, ho...

3.  Next comes the stocking of little Will

Oh, just see what a glorious fill

Here is a ball and lots of blocks,

There's even a little train that talks.

Ho, ho, ho...

Benjamin Hanby was born 
in Ohio in 1833.  In his 
short life (he died at age 35) 
he worked as a teacher, 
principal, minister and 
e d i t o r  f o r  a  m u s i c  
publishing house.

chorus

San-ta     Claus    has      x    ten  toys,    San-ta        Claus       has          x  ten  toys,

San -  ta      Claus      has         x    ten  toys,       Go       San  -  ta,    Go!   Ho,  ho,   ho!

Santa Claus Has 10 Toys!Key G, first note G(do)
glockenspiel count-in:  1,2,3,4,San...

tune: traditional
words: LJ Clare

2011
holiday song

Ask me to sing you a holiday song!

1.

2.

3.

4.

If the dance practice last lesson went well, you may want to 
begin today with the music and run through the dance.  
Otherwise, begin with students on the carpet.   Follow the 
lesson plan from 14a(page 86).  Do the introductory section 
to the music and pat the beat on knees for the rest of the 
music.   Proceed to lines for some "mirror" practice of the 
dance steps chosen.   Then try the whole dance.

If you and the class have energy for it, today work on "What 
do I do with my hands?"   Most of the dance phrases don't 
include instructions for hands.   Brainstorm a few possibilities 
with the class  ...

hand roll,    one hand points up/one down,
   hands cross - hands out,   ...

Model one dance phrase for the class.   Decide "What to do 
with our hands."    Continue until whole dance is done.

Now DANCE!

And, since you're up and dancing, and it's nearly the holidays, 
do the other dances in student repertoire.

Turkey in the Straw
Ha, Ha, This-A-Way.

You may even want to hop to The Kangaroo.

Music page needed for this lesson, if 
teaching Up On the Housetop.

Happy Holidays

Week One: become familiar with the music,  learn introduction
Week Two: choreograph dance steps
Week Three: create hand work to go with the foot moves and polish the dance

(last week)

Dance:  Dance:  The Holiday Hop

Side, Together, Back, Together

Side, Together, Side, Hop

2x 2x
Two Taps, Together

Walk 'n Clap

1 &      2 &        3 &      4 &

1 &      2 &        3 &      4 &

New RepertoireNew Repertoire

Santa Claus Has 10 Toys!
Up On the Housetop

video:  The Holiday Hop  (no instructions, simply dance)
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Dance Step Basics   

Dancing involves the whole body in moving to a beat or rhythm.  It's one of the kinds 
of learning that helps make physical connections between the right and left brain.   

The simplest way to teach dance steps is to have students stand in front of you and "mirror" what 
you are doing (like an action "echo").  Say,  "Be my mirror."   Move one hand slowly up and 
around a bit.   If you are using your left hand, students should be using their right hands.  
Continue till all students are using the correct hand, then add the other hand.   When that it 
going smoothly, pull both hands together as if playing a keyboard and take one step sideways.  
Continue changes until students are mirroring fairly smoothly.  (With adults, the dance teacher 
turns their back to students and has them copy  ---maybe not such a good idea in Grade One?)

Be My MirrorBe My Mirror

1 walk (forward)
2 walk
3 walk
4 clap

2nd 1 step back
2nd 2 step back
2nd 3 step back
2nd 4 clap

1 tap toe twice
2 feet together
3 tap other toe twice
4 feet together

1 step to the side
2 feet together
3 step return
4 feet together

1 step to the side
2 feet together
3 step to the side
4 hop

2nd 1 step to the other side
2nd 2 feet together
2nd 3 step to the side
2nd 4 hop

"Walk 'n Clap" "Two Taps, Together"

"Side, Together, Back, Together"

"Side, Together, Side, Hop"

2x

2x

Sometimes dance is free and spontaneous.   Sometimes its planned.   These ideas are for planned 
dances, and it’s easy.   Just teach one step at a time, literally.

Planned “folk” dances are like making music with the rest of the body.   There’s a beat, and it goes 
on relentlessly.   The steps are done to the beat.

Begin by trying each step as you say the words.   Then think a count-in of:  1,  2,  ready,  dance,  
and do the step to that steady count-in beat.   Practice each step until it feels simple.   Also practice 
changing steps without pausing between  (remember that beat --it keeps on going).

Teaching Tips
*post large copies of the dance steps where you can see them while teaching
*instead of saying “right-left”, name your classroom walls  e.g. sink, clock, door, phone
*everyone says the words while learning the steps



A

B

C

D

hands forward, keyboard,       knees bend to beat throughout

hands forward, keyboard,       knees bend to beat

hands forward, keyboard,       knees bend to beat

hands forward, keyboard,       knees bend to beat

1      &    2&3&4&

One of the Basic Dance Steps Done 4 Times

Either Another Basic Dance Step Done 4 Times
OR

Class Created Dance Step Done 4 Times

Basic Dance Step from “B” Section Done 2 Times

 

Tap one toe twice, reaching out and up with same hand.
Tap other toe twice, reaching out with other hand.
Reach out and up with both hands.
Clap once, immediately after music ends.

Holiday Hop 

Music Map             Dance Steps
video:  The Holiday Hop  (no instructions, simply dance)
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